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Important Keys
The following keyboard buttons have important functions:
f : aborts the initial segmentation process.
i : restarts the segmentation process, returns software to first screen. Must be
pressed if the Segmentation Options have been altered to see their effect.
+ : updates the interface to draw the next layer to the screen.
- : updates the interface to draw the previous layer to screen.
Esc : quits the software, stops the program.

Examples of the onscreen drawing when individual layers are selected
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Stroke Options
When altering the stroke options, the button marked ‘update’ must be clicked to
force the software to re-compute and draw the image back to the screen.
If the interface is displaying all layers drawn together, the options present when
‘update’ is clicked will be applied to all layers homogenously. When viewing a
single layer, the ‘update’ button will only apply the options to the current layer.

Texture Smoothing: forces the algorithm to create smoother brush strokes, in
other words, strokes with less changes of direction.
Min Width – describes the minimum width of the stroke. This should be set to
the minimum diameter mark possible with the paint brush attached to the
machine. This will be very related to the pen-up position. The highest position
of the brush will have an effect on how spread the bristles can be. Set in mm.
Max Width (Layer) – describes the maximum possible width of the stroke,
representing the spread of bristles. This is dependent on the pen-down height
set, which is the lowest position of the paint brush attached to the machine.
Once update is pressed, this slider will automatically adjust itself down to the
maximum width achieved by the algorithm.
Max Width (global) – Allows the user to set the maximum desirable width of
stroke for all layers. Each layer may not attain the maximum width, which can
be inspected via Max Width (layer). Measured in mm.
Max Length (Layer) – describes the maximum length of the brush stroke per
layer. This can also be changed for each layer of the print, but will be
automatically updated to represent the longest stroke in the layer after update
has been pressed. Longer brush strokes suit a certain style of print, for a
pointillist style then select a short stroke length (measurements in mm).
Max Length (global) - Allows the user to set the maximum desirable length of
stroke for all layers. Each layer may not attain the maximum length, which can
be inspected via Max Length (layer).
Bleed – measured in mm, determines if and by how much stroke marks may
overlap.
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Over-run – measured in mm, allows the stroke marks to continue even if they
have collided with another stroke mark, or if they are at the edge of their layer
segmentation. Setting this to high values will give the appearance of the stroke
marks running like wet paint.
Zoom – Use this slider to zoom in and out of the image on the screen. Beyond a
zoom of 7x, the image changes to show individual path trajectories with
transparent colours.
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Path and Render Options
After altering the state of these buttons, you will need to press the update button
to view the changes.

Random: If set, strokes are generated in a random chronological order. If not
set, strokes are generated in descending order of highlight priority. This latter
case ensures borders and highlights are placed by the algorithm. The sequence
of strokes is then printed in reverse, insuring these high priority marks are
placed chronologically last.
Auto-Z: if set, the software will automatically change the width of stroke marks to
fill the canvas, dependent on the ‘bleed’ and ‘over-run’ settings defined prior.
White Canvas: if set, the image drawn to screen has a white background. If not,
a black background. This is useful if you are viewing black or white strokes
independently.
Draw Dir: If set, the drawing on screen shows the directionality vectors, not the
stroke marks. This is useful when experimenting with the segmentation
algorithm.
Bed Only: If set, the drawing on screen removes any marks that would be off the
printing bed of the machine.
Fill: If set, the stroke marks are filled with colour. If not, the stroke marks are
represented by unfilled circles. This is useful to inspect the variation in stroke
width across the image.
Show Info: This button displays histograms of the strokes generated.
Filter Points: If set, the software will join up short paths into longer ones, up to
the maximum length set prior.
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Segmentation Options
To view changes to these settings, you will need to press the ‘i’ key, which will
restart the segmentation process and return the interface to the initial loading
screen.

These options determine how to segment the image. The slide bars alter the
priority of the visual elements. Setting to 0 will ignore the property.
X Gain, Y Gain: importance of pixel adjacency. Therefore, group nearby pixels.
Edge Gain: Group pixels that have the same edge strength.
Texture Gain: Group pixels that have the same texture directionality.
Hue, Saturation and Brightness Gain: Group pixels by colour properties.
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Machine Controls

Print: Clicking this will send the current set of stroke marks to the printer, using
the settings defined throughout the interface. This button will not function if you
are currently viewing all layers. You can only print a single layer of stroke
marks.
Reconnect: This button will stop a print in progress, and then reconnect the
machine. The machine will then move back to its origin position, resetting the
coordinate system. It is good practice to reconnect the machine after every print
operation.
Ports: This drop down box will display all the available communication ports on
your computer. Generally, on Windows, the printer will appear as the highest
enumerated COM port, such as COM7. On unix based systems, look for
TTYUSB or TTYACM.
Pen Down: This slider sets the minimum height of the paint brush. The button
above instructs the machine to move to the position. It is good practise to first
set this to zero before mounting a brush. Then mount your brush to your
machine at the lowest position you wish it to be.
Pen Up: This slider sets the maximum height of the brush. Observe the position
of your mounted brush to achieve the least deflection of the bristles desired.
Pen Move: Set this slider to determine the height of the brush when the machine
is moving. Set this clear of the substrate to ensure no marks are made. You
may want to factor in the substrate rising when wet paint is applied.
Refill Down: Set the lowest position of your brush when over the paint pot.
Refill Up: Set the highest position of the brush to avoid colliding with the paint
pot when the machine moves away.
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Refill Skip: This slider determines how many stroke marks will be made before
the machine returns to the paint pot to pick up more paint.
Path Speed: This slider sets the overall movement speed of the printer in mm/m.
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